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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Three plucky sleuths. A crumbling skeleton. A buried
treasure. After six months in a new school, Sam s finally fitting in. He s the one kid with enough
talent to hit the winning home run and bring the baseball trophy back to Haggarty Elementary. But
Sam s guardian is shipping him off to boarding school before that can happen. When teammates,
Joey and Roger, hear his bad news, they plot to hide him until the big game. Their secret cave is a
perfect place until an earthquake shatters a wall and reveals a wooden chest with a red-eyed
dragon carved into its top. Inside, a bony hand clutches a map with a note, promising treasure. With
Joey and Roger, Sam sets off to track down the clues and hopefully discover treasure. When some
puzzle pieces start to make sense, the boys become lost in a labyrinth of underground tunnels,
trapped by dangerous thieves and sealed inside an airless tomb. Sign of the Green Dragon gets a
high five for fantasy, fun and some fearsome adventure. If you like intrepid would-be knights...
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It in one of my personal favorite pdf. This really is for all those who statte there was not a really worth looking at. I realized this book from my dad and i
encouraged this pdf to understand.
-- K a tlynn Ha a g-- K a tlynn Ha a g

Extremely helpful to all category of individuals. I have got go through and that i am confident that i will likely to read through once again again later on.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nikita  Her z og-- Nikita  Her z og
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